Gas lift - Quick fix & service guide
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Quick fix / maintenance guide
During use and aging the properties of a gas lift changes. It may be due to pure usage and/or influence from its environmental surroundings. The result may be reduced performance or failure. Typical symptoms are tardy movement, or that the lift raises when the chair is not used.

However here a few useful tips that may renew the gas lift in an easy way. The tip is applicable both as regular cleaning and maintenance, and in order to “repair” gas lifts with reduced performance or failure.

Step 1:

a. Set the chair in its highest position.
b. Use a rag/cloth to remove dirt and old grease
c. Apply a thin layer of new grease

Lubricant:
Grease for gas lift is available. Article # 149205 or similar

Step 2:

a. Release the lift by its handle.
b. Lower and raise the lift completely approx 10 times, while the lift is released the whole time.